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Dept. Head
Faculty
SPC Index 1.6
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12-Mo Faculty
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12-Mo Faculty
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9-Mo Faculty
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Exempt
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Non-Exempt

Vacant
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Non-Exempt
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Interim Dept. Head Faculty
SPC Index 1:10

E. Wahl
Instruction Coordinator
9-Mo Faculty

D. Irvin
Business Subject Specialist,
Gov Docs & PTRC Coordinator
12-Mo Faculty
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Collections Coordinator
12-Mo College Faculty

S. Beck
Subject Specialist
9-Mo Faculty

A. Gonzalez
Subject Specialist
9-Mo Faculty

Vacant
Subject Specialist
9-Mo Faculty

Vacant
Subject Specialist
9-Mo Faculty

Vacant
Subject Specialist
9-Mo Faculty
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Non-Exempt
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Non-Exempt
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Library Assistant
Non-Exempt
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Dept. Head
Faculty
SPC Index 1:3

J. Sandstrom
Acquisitions Librarian
12-Mo College Faculty

M. Glowacka-Musial
Metadata Librarian
12-Mo Faculty

A. Iglesias
Cataloging Librarian
9-Mo Faculty

D. Morales
Library Specialist Sr.
Non-Exempt

T. Schirmer
Library Specialist Sr.
Non-Exempt

Vacant
Library Specialist Sr.
Non-Exempt
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Library Specialist
Non-Exempt
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Library Specialist
Non-Exempt
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Library Specialist Sr
Non-Exempt

G. Martinez
Library Specialist
Non-Exempt
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Exempt
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